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IMMUNOTHERAPY: A NEW APPROACH TO REVERSING 

CANCER  

 CARO LY N  G RO S S  PATI E N T AD V O CATE  

How do you respond when life throws you a crisis like cancer, are you poised and prepared 

or do you feel like you just woke up in your worst nightmare? There is so much fear swirling 

around a cancer diagnosis, when patients need to make informed decisions deciding what 

medical expert to work with as their treatment begins.  

With the advent of technology and so many advances in medicine, it is clear that cancer 

treatments have advanced too.  Immunotherapy is an important new approach to cancer 

because it is saving lives. 

Immunotherapy is the Star Wars approach to cancer treatment, using the T cells and natural 

killer cells of the Immune system and 'Awaking the Force Within'   the patient’s own Immune 

System.  These targeted therapies are gaining widespread approval in the United States as 

research hospitals are adding them to their offerings. 

For over thirty years researchers have been developing and administering customized Cancer Vaccines to ‘Wake Up’ the immune system and destroy cancer. Significant 

preparations are given to help the cancer vaccines work including enzyme IV’s that weaken 

the protective protein and detoxification protocols to strengthen the efficacy as well.  This 

new approach is unique and is often used in conjunction with chemotherapy and radiation, 

to expedite the patients healing.  

Carolyn Gross, has had the opportunity to witness many of these healings after she was 

healed in 2003 from Stage 3 Breast Cancer. With a family history of breast cancer, she chose 

to keep her breast and work exclusively with targeted T Cell therapies. Gross successfully 

healed 16 years ago and wrote two books: Treatable and Beatable: Healing Cancer Without 

Surgery and she co-authored with Dr. Rubio Breaking the Cancer Code published in 2015. 
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Breaking the Cancer Code provides detailed information on cancer vaccines to equip 

patients with the tools to reverse cancer with Immunotherapy.  
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